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How I Made More Than $50,000
Selling Art Online And Offline (Ways
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Drawings)

Great ideas that helped me make more money by selling portraits! In the past years, I have made
an extra $50,000 by selling portraits. The occasional order, the occasional event... it all added up
and it didnâ€™t consume my time. In this short guide I will reveal some of the secrets about the
methods I used to get customers and have a nice side-income by doing what I love at home, on top
of my regular job: In some of my other books I lay out the techniques you can apply to draw
beautiful portrait, but selling it is a whole different trick. Do you love to draw, and are you wondering
how to sell your works? Then donâ€™t wait and buy this relatively cheap book so you can get some
good ideas! Keywords: selling art, sell art, how to sell art, how to sell artwork, selling artwork, turn
art into cash, turn art into money, make money with portraits, make money with drawings, make
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I am in the initial stages of starting my arts business online, and this book certainly made me realize
that artists don't have to starve! I got some unique ideas about advertising my art in places where I
had not thought about at all - online flea markets and free ads. I have been able to define keyword
rich ads and use the smart pricing strategies suggested by the author. I have also set up my
Pinterest account based on his suggestions, and I am generating interest! This is a very useful
resource!

Really interesting way of making some extra money even if you don't intend to do it full-time. It
seems like something I might try out and based on the book it looks very promising. This is a good
guide so I recommend getting it if you're interested.

An amazing book, that brings a breath of fresh air to the table. This book does not talk about the
usual making money "quick fixes" such as how to look for the best platform, or where to invest blah
blah... It does however help you find a new, fair way to talk with your inner self and make plans
about your goals of making money with your drawing skills. This is a very helpful book for the novice
who is just contemplating becoming involved in art business. It starts at the real beginnings. Your
beginnings, to reflect on how you look at and value money. It also covers both the basics of drawing
portraits, as a refresher, such as proportions, anatomy, rendering as well as more advanced tips
and techniques. If you are considering a venture into the craft world, this book seems very helpful. It
is a great guide to help you turn a profit with your own crafts.

Here is a book that inspired me and gave me a new idea to make money from home â€“ by drawing
portraits! I loved that this book was written from the authorâ€™s personal experience of how he has
made this into a profitable side income. The book was a written in an easy to understand and easy
to follow way, especially for newbies. Very importantly it also reveals some specific methods he has
used for successfully getting customers through online channels (I wonâ€™t share them here â€“

youâ€™ll have to read the book). A worthwhile read!

This is the second of Vincent Noot's books that I have read. After reading his "How to Draw Realistic
Pencil Portraits" and getting some experience at drawing from a photograph, I thought, why not try
to make a little money doing this, so I downloaded this one. And I'm not disappointed. Right now,
my drawings are just a hobby, but someday, when the talent kicks in, maybe I'll take my new found
experience to a trade show, or fair like Mr. Noot has. The book talks about how to market your work
on websites, Ebay, Social Media, going to Events and making up handouts and basically how to talk
it up.

The author definitely knows his online marketing in this field, and I don't see how you couldn't
increase your income if you used all the methods outlined in this book. Doing so will definitely get
your name out there, get yourself noticed, bring in repeat customers and more. I enjoyed the social
media strategies listed and started implementing them right away, effectively increasing my Twitter
and Pinterest following. Enjoyed the original content.
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